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T4512 CC  
T6025 CC

The new compact 
telehandlers.
Combining flexibility and power with ease of use.



T4512
T6025

Mastering time and space.

THE SHAPE OF 
THINGS TO COME.
Flexible and forward looking to cope with 
the changing nature of farming and the  
wide variety of jobs in the barn and out in 
the field. More performance for less work. 
Your new compact telehandler will bring  
a new momentum to your daily routine.  
This is the first of a new generation.  
A Weidemann through and through.



Think, act, and harvest:  
Your productive way.

Farming is on the move and inspiring people as never before ...

- with yields that secure value 
- with performance that safeguards the future 
- with growth that offers opportunities.

Optimising the interaction of innovative minds with flexible machines and 
flexible routines creates a bond that takes us forward together. And that´s 
been so for more than 50 years. 

PROGRESS REAPS REWARDS: 
Yields ThAT secure vAlue.

THINKING AHEAD BRINGS MOTIVATION: 
PerFOrMAnce ThAT sAFeguArds  
The FuTure.

PERSISTENCE MAKES SENSE: 
grOWTh generATes  
OPPOrTuniTY.
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Every last centimetre used to the 
full. everything optimised to detail: 
The hoftrac® lives.

A range of active power sources. Power take-off 
shaft, 3-point rear linkage and high-Flow Power 
to provide that extra boost in hydraulic output – 
everything in its place.

A transmission for more agility. A hydrostatic four-
wheel driveline, an inner radius of just 821 mm and 
20 km/h ground speed combine to deliver mobility 
and agility.

Customized to work in buildings. 1.94 metres in 
height and 1.56 metres in width, the T4512 can do 
its job even with restricted access. so in this respect 
too, a Weidemann through and through.

Powerful interaction between man and machine. 
visibility and safety come from a protective roof,  
low windows and a suspended comfort seat.  
One joystick for simple control.

A Hoftrac® that can work at heights. lifting up 
to 1,200 kg loads to a maximum 4.5 m height, 
this machine is indeed up to plenty of handling 
and lifting. Added versatility comes from the 
mechanical quick-fit attachment system.

Sure footed on traditional values. compact 
dimensions, intelligent control, great level of 
specification in the typical Weidemann tradition – 
down-to-earth quality in an innovative design.

The T4512 telehandler has won the 
prestigious iF design Prize „product 
design award 2011“ for its functional 
design quality.
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Consistently practical 
down to the last detail:
T4512 cc

A Hoftrac® and a telehandler packed into a single 
machine: A power duo that pays for itself twice over. 

The combination of lifting height, working width and engine 
performance is unique in this format. After all, that’s why 
we built it this way.

Weidemann T4512 factors:

•  lift height, machine width 
and engine power are 
balanced to relate in an 
ideal way.

•  The turning circle is 
extremely tight – 821 mm.

•  easy 2.5 t road transport.

•  Optimum power-to-weight 
ratio.

•  up to 4.5 m lift height,  
up to 1.2 t lift capacity.

1  With one single look … take in all 
information from the easy-to-read gauges.

2  With a single flick of your wrist … 
operate all functions and machine 
movements from the multi-function 
joystick.

3  With a single run … safely transport  
both material and the T4512 on a trailer 
to the site.

4  With a single glance ... you understand  
the ergonomic and clear layout of  
the machine.

5  With one step ... you access the  
cockpit without bending. courtesy  
of the low cabin floor.

821 mm  
turning radius 

Pure, unadulterated performance: Weidemann Classic CC.

Anyone who appreciates a product that concentrates on the 
essentials will certainly feel at home on one of the Weidemann 
classic models. These can be recognised by the cc badging. 
choosing a genuine Weidemann is not such a tough decision 
to make.
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Concentrated Weidemann power 
packed into an extra-class 
allround machine:
 T6025 cc70

Ideal dimensions for working in buildings. With an 
overall height of less than 2 metres and a 1.94-metre 
machine width, the T6025 is the ideal indoor all-rounder.

The cab – compact but not cramped. An adjustable 
steering column and seat, plenty of legroom and 
convenient joystick operation take the strain out of 
your work.

Three steering modes and Weidemann agility. This 
is extra-class manoeuvrability. Besides, working from 
an ideal position translates into maximum productivity.

Low-centred gravity for unmatched stability. 
Working in buildings and handling straw bales in 
rough terrain – the T6025 remains sure-footed. 
in ever situation. That’s for sure.

Powerful engine, quick servicing. Powered by a 
50 kW (68 hp) engine, the T6025 is a powerful and 
economical machine that combines easy-access 
service points with high efficiency.

Lifting 2.5 t payloads to a height of nearly 6 metres. 
These specifications guarantee that this machine is both 
an excellent loader and stacker. A professional machine.
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Agility means strength:  
The new force on the farm 
simply moves more.

Weidemann T6025 factors:

•  Powerful machine in the 
2 x 2 m bracket.

•  Three steering modes (option).

•  Optimum ratio of lift height to 
width and output.

•  2.5-tonne payloads lift up to 
6 metres.

1   More agility … by operating the machine 
and its functions from the latest-generation 
joystick.

2   More mobility … for the operator. The large 
legroom in the cockpit helps reduce operator 
fatigue.

3   More flexibility … in adjusting the steering 
column and the seat to the individual needs 
of operators.

4   More mobility … in a cockpit that was 
developed in line with the latest research into 
safety technology and ergonomics.

Three steering modes (option) for top performance from the best position:

1   Four-wheel steering: unrestricted manoeuvrability and power in tight space.
2  Two-wheel steering: safe road travel at speed.
3   Crab steering: Manoeuvring in confined space down to inches.

Pure, unadulterated performance: Weidemann Classic CC.

Anyone who appreciates a product that concentrates on the 
essentials will certainly feel at home on one of the Weidemann 
classic models. These can be recognised by the cc badging. 
choosing a genuine Weidemann is not such a tough decision 
to make.
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Experience is the material 
that breeds new ideas:
innovation relies on tradition.

Weidemann factors:

•  developed and built by the manufacturer in 
one of the most modern factories in europe – 
everything carries the Made in germany label.

•  strategic strength that comes from forming 
part of the international Wacker neuson 
group based in Munich.

•  experienced staff and a consistent focus on 
agricultural and associated applications.

•  strong dealer network offering expert advice 
and support as well as engineers who trained 
at the Weidemann factory.

Strong boom with internal telescope: 
self-explanatory quality through and 
through. it is always the important details 
that give Weidemann a head start.

100 % differential lock (option): An important 
reserve when operating in difficult terrain and 
in heaps of loose material. Your warranty for 
unrestricted agility.

An idea that has always been true 
to itself.

Your Weidemann is a specialist. it is 
made in germany, in one of the most 
modern manufacturing plants in europe. 
Today, more than ever, it is what it 
always was – a multitalent that has 
grown up in an agricultural background. 
Practical, robust and durable. 

A helper you can depend on like on 
a good neighbour. That’s its product 
personality. And its quality.
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The farm comes alive. 
The telehandlers arrive: 
dynamic mobility.

Get carried away by this lively machine: Our 
compact telehandlers represent a new way of 
working that makes the operator feel like he is 
floating through his day. 

They caught the imagination right from the start, 
yet their appeal is based on more than a dull list of 
specifications. They are simply fun to drive and they 
help you to rediscover your work – how to conserve 
energy and perhaps better ways of doing things.

Their light handling and the ease with which they 
manage their workload rubs off on the operator – 
and shows up in the final result. 

1  Simply drive up to the attachment, pick it up 
hydraulically without leaving the cab and lock / 
unlock while you watch.

2  Versatility is key. specify your T4512 with an 
optional pto, three-point linkage and high Flow 
system to boost its hydraulic output.

A NEW WAY  
OF WORKING.
“It’s just incredible to see the 
changes that a machine like this can 
make around the farm. Our 4512 
enables us to carry out most jobs 
much more efficiently and at lower 
costs than using a tractor.”

M. Schulz, Germany 
Turkey husbandry and  
arable farming

Angle of vision

Angle of vision
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Dependably paying dividends:
Profitability around the clock.

1   Economical, reliable and 
versatile. The T4512 model is 
powered by the proven 3-cylinder 
Yanmar diesel engine, which is 
the ideal powerplant for enduring 
indoor operation.

2   Maintenance, service, value 
retention. Buyers who opt for 
a Weidemann machine, opt 
for servicing quality and high 
dependability.

3   Concentrated Weidemann 
power. In addition to packing 
quite a punch, this 50 kW 
(68 hp) engine offers something 
else – the fun factor.

Full control and peace of mind. 
easy access to engine, electrics and 
hydraulics for easy maintenance, 
service and routine checks: it‘s easy 
to keep the compact telehandler in 
good shape.
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Working day in, day out: 
There is no clearer evidence 
of being a high performer.

20_21   WeideMAnn OPTIONS

The practical side is what 
matters most. Machines which 
prove their capabilities day 
in, day out: power, versatility 
and the capacity to get 
straight down to the job. With 
maximum efficiency and the 
best result in the shortest time.



“energy takes effect.”

All technical data in this brochure refer to series models that have been tested under operating conditions typical of central europe and describe their standard functions. 
specifications and their modes of functionality as well as accessories listed in this brochure depend on the individual model and on the options available with a particular product 
as well as the statutory requirements of the country of sale. illustrations used in this brochure may show products that have not been mentioned or that are not available as series 
production machines. The descriptions, illustrations, weights and technical data published herein are non-binding in nature and represent the technical status at the time the 
document went to press. Because of ongoing development, we reserve the right to make changes, without prior notice, to the design, specification, visual appearance and technology 
of our products. should you require special functions that would be available only by using additional components and/or under special circumstances, please feel free to contact 
us. We will be happy to answer any questions you may have and to provide further information regarding whether and under what conditions applying to the product and the target 
environment such special functions might be feasible. if you have any concerns about the load capacity or operation of our products in certain working conditions or environments, 
we recommend that you perform a test run under controlled conditions. despite meticulous attention to detail, we cannot exclude the possibility that our products may not conform 
to illustrations or stated dimensions, or that errors may have occurred in calculation or during printing, or that the information given here may be incomplete. consequently, we do not 
accept liability for the accuracy or completeness of the information supplied in this brochure. All matters relating to our product warranty are contained within our general Terms and 
conditions. We expressly decline to provide additional guarantees. Any liability over and above that contained within our general Terms and conditions is excluded.

TECHNICAL DATA T4512 CC35 T6025 CC70

Operating weight kg 2530 4730

Turning radius outside mm 2607 3670

Turning radius inside mm 821 1700

Total carriage rotation angle 148° 150°

ENGINE

Make / model / design Yanmar 3Tnv82A, watercooled deutz Td 2009 l04, watercooled

Output kW 22.6 50

at rpm 3000 2800

Max. torque Nm 83 200

at rpm 1400 1800

Cubic capacity cm3 1331 2290

Emissions Tested and approved to 97/68ec, stage iii exhaust emission standards

DRIVELINE

Transmission hydrostat hydrostat

Ground speed (optional) km/h 0 – 7, 0 – 20 0 – 7, 0 – 20 (30)

Axles steered planetary axles steered planetary axles

Total pivoting angle 14° 20°

Differential lock 100 % in front axle (option) 100 % in front axle (option)

Operating brake / park brake disc brake on driveshaft disc brake on driveshaft 

Standard tyres 10.0/75-15.3 As 12.5-18 MPT04

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT /  
STEERING AND EXTERNAL SERVICES

Functions hydrostatic four-wheel steering with end position synchronization

Maximum steering angle 2 x 38° 2 x 38°

Duty pump gear gear

Output l/min 42.75 (option) 86

Pressure bar 220 240

KINEMATICS

Max. payload kg 1200 2500

Max. lift height - Bucket pivot point mm 4503 6110

Crowd angle / dump angle 43° / 31° 45° / 22,5° 36° (option)

Payload at max. lift height / reach kg 1200 / 440 2000 / 800

Lift height at maximum load mm 4300 4000

Reach at maximum load mm 1040 1260

Max. reach (stacks) mm 2290 3250

Load-over height pallet fork telehandler extended mm 4259

Bucket digging depth mm 112 213

CAPACITIES

Fuel tank capacity l 25 100 

Hydraulic oil tank l 40 75.5

Hydraulic system l 45 100

Rams raise/lower sec 6.2 / 5.1 6 / 4.1

Extension rams extend/retract sec 5.1 / 3.9 5.6 / 4.9

Tipping cylinder crowd/tilt sec 2.6 / 2.4 2.9 / 2.5

NOISE LEVEL in compliance with 2000/14/ec in compliance with 2000/14/ec

ELECTRIC SYSTEM

Operating voltage V 12 12

Battery Ah 77 74

Alternator A 55 80

Starter motor kW 1.7 2
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 DIMENSIONS mm T4512 CC35 T6025 CC70

A Length incl. attachment frame 2916 4050

B Length incl. standard bucket 3879 4850

C Max. width 1560 1960

D Track width 1296 1660

E Height to cab roof 1940 1980

F Internal cab width 662 825

G Wheelbase 1920 2650

H Ground clearance 290 302

I Distance from rear wheel centre to rear end 391 430

K Rear actuation angle 32° 80°

L Crowd angle pallet fork at ground level 8° 21°

M Crowd angle standard bucket at ground level 44° 45°

N Dump angle pallet fork raised 70° 45°

O Dump angle standard bucket raised 31° 22,5°

P Load-over height standard bucket 4125 5600

Q Dump height 3590 5320

R Dump width 543 640

S Stacking height 4300 5750

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
T4512
CC35

DRIVE

Hydrostatic four-wheel drive

Planetary steering axles PAl1155

Pto gear and drive shaft

Tyres 10.0/75 - 15.3 As eT40

Steering locks 2 x 38°

HYDRAULICS

Hydraulic oil cooler

Front hydro connection dn10

Lowering brake valves

DRIVER'S CAB

Overhead guard rOPs / FOPs-compliant  
with window pane on the right-hand side

Comfortable seat with safety belt,  
completely spring-mounted

Fuel gauge

Multi-function joystick  
with telescope function and driving direction switch

 

Engine-hour indicator

MISCELLANEOUS

Battery cut-off switch

Mechanical rapid-change system  
for attachments

 

OPTIONS
T4512
CC35

T6025 
CC70

CABIN

Front window with wiper

Rear window

Fully glazed cabin with heating

Lighting in accordance with  
road traffic licensing regulations 

Air-cushioned comfort driver's seat –

Radio –

Air conditioning –

Steering column adjustable –

heatable right-hand and rear  
cabin window

–  

PERFORMANCE

Hydraulic rapid-change system

Socket  
for front and rear attachments

  

Unpressurised return line front

Crawler device and manual speed control

Different rapid-change systems

Tipper connection

Differential lock 100 %

Hydr. three-point linkage  
at the rear (cat. 1)

 – 

Hydr. take-off shaft 540 rpm –

Hydr. trailer brake valve  –

Central lubrication system  
fully automatic

Front axle steering and crab steering –

Load stabiliser –

Overdrive transmission 30 km/h –

PREHEATER

Engine oil

Hydraulic oil

TYRES

Traction tyres 31 x 15.5 - 15 As –

Construction vehicle tyres 10 - 16.5 eM –

Traction tyres 12.5 - 20 MPT 01 –

Traction tyres 405/70 - 20 MPT 01 –

Construction vehicle tyres  
14.5 - 20 MPT 04 –

Industrial tyres 335/80 - 18 –

SAFETY

Rotating beacon

Protective grid for front window

Warning tone emitter for reverse travel 
acoustic

Battery cut-off switch

Immobilizer –

 standard 
 Option

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
T6025
CC70

DRIVE

Hydrostatic four-wheel drive

Planetary steering axles PAl1720

Pto gear and drive shaft

Tyres 12.5 - 18 MPT 04

Steering locks 2 x 38°

HYDRAULICS

Hydraulic oil cooler

Front hydro connection

Lowering brake valves

DRIVER'S CAB

Soundproof, vibration-damped  
comfortable cabin

 

Tinted glass, sunblind,  
windscreen wiper front and rear, side mirror

 

Comfort seat with safety belt,  
weight, back and fore/aft adjustment

 

Joystick with driving direction switch,  
integrated proportional 3rd control circuit  
and proportional telescopic extension

 
 

Engine-hour indicator

MISCELLANEOUS

Mechanical rapid-change system  
for attachments

 
 

specifications are subject to change without notice. We cannot be held liable for the accuracy of information supplied in this document. liability will arise 
solely on the basis of the contractual agreement.

LOAD DIAGRAM T4512 CC35  
(with lsP 500 mm) 

LOAD DIAGRAM T6025 CC70  
(with lsP 500 mm) 
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Forward thinking yet strong on tradition.  
Delivering only the best – any time.

some of the models listed and shown herein may not be available or approved for operation in individual countries.

High-quality powder coat finish. 
Aiming for quality that lasts. viable 
for all.

Honest quality through and through. 
high-quality material that is strong 
enough to always offer reserves. 
That‘s Weidemann.

HOFTRAC® Max. engine output Operating weight Max. bucket tipping load Standard width

1130 CX30 18,5 kW 1530 kg 776 kg 850 mm

1140 CX30 18,5 kW 1550 kg 798 kg 850 mm

1160 CC30 18,5 kW 1910 kg 905 kg 1044 mm

1160 CC35 24,4 kW 2060 kg 994 kg 1044 mm

1230 CX30 18,5 kW 1920 kg 1064 kg 900 mm

1230 CX35 24,6 kW 1950 kg 1126 kg 900 mm

1240 CX35 LP 24,4 kW 1840 kg 1118 kg 970 mm

1240 CX35 24,6 kW 2080 kg 1158 kg 970 mm

1250 CC35 24,6 kW 2170 kg 1057 kg 1044 mm

1250 CX35 24,6 kW 2290 kg 1262 kg 1044 mm

1250 CX35 Cab 24,6 kW 2550 kg 1562 kg 1044 mm

1350 CC45 31,4 kW 2550 kg 1689 kg 1044 mm

1350 CX45 31,4 kW 2700 kg 1972 kg 1044 mm

1350 CX45 Cab 31,4 kW 2870 kg 2083 kg 1044 mm

1370 CX50 35,7 kW 2780 kg 1997 kg 1044 mm

1370 CX50 Cab 35,7 kW 2880 kg 2120 kg 1044 mm

1770 CX50 35,7 kW 2740 kg 1687 kg 1120 mm

1770 CX50 Cab 35,7 kW 2950 kg 1856 kg 1120 mm

WHEEL LOADERS

2070 CX50 LP 35,7 kW 3270 kg 2300 kg 1415 mm

2070 CX80 LP 58,0 kW 3360 kg 2413 kg 1415 mm

2070 CX50 35,7 kW 3630 kg 2585 kg 1415 mm

2070 CX80 58,0 kW 3730 kg 2688 kg 1415 mm

3070 CX60 LP 45,0 kW 4390 kg 2851 kg 1538 mm

3070 CX80 LP 58,0 kW 4390 kg 2851 kg 1538 mm

3070 CX60 45,0 kW 4660 kg 3009 kg 1580 mm

3070 CX80 58,0 kW 4660 kg 3009 kg 1580 mm

4070 CX80 LP 58,0 kW 5230 kg 3002 kg 1750 mm

4070 CX80 58,0 kW 5480 kg 3356 kg 1750 mm

4070 CX100 74,5 kW 5730 kg 3766 kg 1750 mm

8080 CX120 88,0 kW 8400 kg 5400 kg 2240 mm

TELEHANDLERS

2070 CX50 LP T 35,7 kW 3750 kg 2090 kg 1415 mm

2070 CX80 LP T 58,0 kW 3860 kg 2209 kg 1415 mm

2070 CX50 T 35,7 kW 3970 kg 2291 kg 1415 mm

2070 CX80 T 58,0 kW 4090 kg 2457 kg 1415 mm

3070 CX60 LP T 45,0 kW 4910 kg 2634 kg 1538 mm

3070 CX80 LP T 58,0 kW 4910 kg 2634 kg 1538 mm

3070 CX60 T 45,0 kW 5210 kg 2713 kg 1580 mm

3070 CX80 T 58,0 kW 5210 kg 2713 kg 1580 mm

4070 CX80 T 58,0 kW 5580 kg 3315 kg 1750 mm

4070 CX100 T 74,5 kW 5800 kg 3571 kg 1750 mm

T4512 CC35 22,6 kW 2530 kg 1200 kg (Payload) 1560 mm

T6025 CC70 50,0 kW 4730 kg 2500 kg (Payload) 1960 mm
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Weidemann is a subsidiary of Wacker Neuson SE, Munich. 02/2012 EN Article no. 1000259864

Weidemann GmbH
Mühlhäuser Weg 45–49
34519 Diemelsee-Flechtdorf 
Germany 
Tel. +49(0)5633 609-0
Fax +49(0)5633 609-666
info@weidemann.de
www.weidemann.de

We consider it our ongoing mission to abide by our pledge to provide quality 
products and services: 

Reliability, credibility, flexibility, innovation, quality and responsiveness.

Compact machines from Weidemann deliver in environments where our 
competitors will simply walk away. Our products impress by virtue of their 
quality, power, dependable hydraulics, compact dimensions, innovative 
technology, maximum productivity and operational reliability. 


